VIDEO & PHOTOGRAPHY RELEASE
In consideration of the opportunity afforded to me to participate in the production, I hereby state and
agree to the following:
I can be filmed & photographed
I hereby grant to Samurai Chef, Inc., their agents, successors and affiliates, and their respective employees, officers, directors,
shareholders, and representatives (collectively “Producers”) the right and permission to film, photograph and record me and to
use my voice, image, and any ideas or materials that I provide Producers (collectively, the “Materials”) in works created by
Producers (the “Program”) and in connection with advertising publicizing, broadcasting, producing and exploiting the Program,
in any and all media now known or hereafter developed, in perpetuity, throughout the universe. I understand that Producers are
under no obligation to incorporate my appearance in the Program and I hereby agree that I will not receive any financial
compensation or cash payment for the rights or permissions granted by my under this Release.

The Footage
All physical embodiments of filming, photography, recording on the premises and all intellectual property rights therein and
made hereunder will be known as the “Footage”. As between Producers and I, Producers own all right, title and interest
including all intellectual property rights in and to the Footage. Producers will have the right to use the Footage, in whole or in
part, in connection with the Program (including without limitation, in advertising, publicizing, broadcasting, producing and
exploiting the Program), in any and all media now known or hereafter developed, in perpetuity, throughout the universe. I
waive any moral rights that I might otherwise be deemed to have in the Footage.

I agree not to sue etc.
I agree not to sue, and irrevocably, unconditionally and entirely release, and hold Producers, client and any licensees or
assignees of the platforms on which the program is distributed and the sponsors and advertisers thereof (“Releasees”) harmless
from any and all manner of liabilities, claims and demands of any kind or nature, whatsoever, in law or equity, whether known
or unknown, which I ever had, now have, or in the future may have against the Releasees relating in any way to this release and
the footage, materials or program including my appearance in the foregoing or in any other materials in which the footage or
materials are used including claims for invasion of right of privacy, right of publicity, defamation or copyright infringement
understand that I may not seek any injunctive or equitable relief from any of the Releasees (such as the termination of this
Release or stopping the usage or distribution of the Footage and Materials or the Program).

Other Stuff
I represent and warrant that I have the full right to enter into this Release and that I am authorized to grant all rights set forth
herein. I agree that Producers may license, assign, or otherwise transfer the rights and permissions granted to them under this
Release to any entity or persons. This is the complete and binding agreement between Producers and me and supersedes any
other discussions or understandings I may have had with the Producers about the Footage and Materials. If any provision of
this Release is invalid, the other provisions will remain in effect to the maximum extent permitted by law. This Release is
governed by the laws of the state of California without regard to the conflict of laws provision. I agree that if I bring any claim
related to this Release, I must bring it in state or federal court in San Diego County, California, and I hereby consent to
jurisdiction in those courts. This Release cannot be or modified or terminated except by a written agreement signed by both the
Producers and me.

Name (Print):

Signature:

Date:

